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Abstract
When I occupied Santa Anita County Park, a practitioner of Tai
Chi, I noticed that the accost was post a surveillance and it was
of hostile libido to put me in a state. Relentless and with all
bases covered, this person on May 14, 2019 who rammed my
Uber/Getaround vehicle is not out of consensus of premeditated,
unprovoked attacks:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
Last night, frequenting the 7/11 in Glendale Cali about 7:30 PM,
the predator shadows me into the store, adjusts and positions
himself at my backside, a reference to the criminal pathologies
in the park, particular during the pandemic and with his
rhetorical of the gratuitousness that is a pathological criminal
parade, now with Metro line 180, operators and rider in the tow,
this one a combative type not stopping the bus at designated stop
again last night 08/03/2021, aligning himself as a weak target to
trigger a catastrophic criminal event:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/1-2.jpg
This morning, the constant accosts, mentioning last night in
Target, Glendale Cali, patron and staff of patterns alike the
Uber/Getaround attack and with a parade of these dog-walkers and
persons with dogs that is in the context of that Rover.com
intrusion, there are Pasadena Police in loop; two went into
Starbucks, just south of Old Town at Paseo Colorado – one in a
pressed white shirt, another in uniform, a coordinated out of
consensus context of what is and was a professional torpedo of my
Uber vehicle!
Entering the Metro 180 this morning, always suspect there, I
immediately noticed the infrastructure was compromised and
positioned as with many other environments that I may frequent,
usually a Gaslight introduction to set-up these problems that
cause me exclusion from resources, so as with the combative
pipeline of the pandemic, a never-ending stream of unprovoked
attacks and patterns of hostile proximity, this guy sits right
behind me and cracks a beer! The one at the end of the bus who
dons his mask quickly:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/3-1.jpg
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As always, as I ride the bus, there is an out of consensus
libido, and they will move their legs or body to cause stimuli to
agitate, and of this individual here:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/2-1.jpg
And, again, wherever I may frequent, food or otherwise, this “sit
by me” out of consensus criminal pattern is present, for I
sometimes sit here, yet with maids, janitors, gardeners, criminal
law enforcement, this infrastructure of the criminal fields of
recovery,they are a surveillance, same so as with this person
here, it just isn’t happening otherwise:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/4.jpg
Abu Musab al-Zarqawi
When I was evicted from the Glendale YMCA in 2001 for “I don’t
need a reason,” it has since become evident that the statement is
an extremist one, accentuating an alliance upon God while having
no regard for the safety and well-being of others, and there was
a black man; he worked at the YMCA on both sides, wore dark
glasses all the time, affiliated with local Glendale PD, the
National Guard Armory and was post proximal at when I was
brutally attacked while on Peginterferon and Ribavirin, second 48
week treatment and homeless.
Dr. Marco Gomez-Garcia MD did an MRI on me after it, as such
person accosted, grabbed my book-bag on a take-down, patted me
too and executed a tactic of yanking the bag the fractured my
left arm at bicep through and through. I insisted it was a softtissue issue, so Gomez after came on-board, stipulating he’d help
me hold the mtfs accountable. This is at when Steven Seagal was
in hot water with prostitutes on set. Anyway, Gomez is here: 1510
S Central Ave #340, Glendale, CA 91204 (818) 240-4031.
I regularly am pitted to only see these mighty fall, so yesterday
and now with Adam Schiff in loop of a dereliction of duty,
obstruction of justice, post the Lady Gaga doggy thing; being no
stranger to the mob on Long Island, though, an upstate numbers,
Brooklyn guy as groom at Belmont, Aqueduct, Saratoga NY circuit
and if Manhattan surely a Chinatown next to the Little Italy
bigshot with Sicilian blood born an a Sunday, it isn’t that I
would not of; it is I knew I’d get reamed from this con-job root
or I would of done the crime, so I know these others and myself,
yet you know neither?
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After the side-show agitator in Glendale Central Library on
08/04/2021, radio a subtle now that goes off at night, maid a
weirdo dance on that with local security in Glendale Library an
indoctrination of mask as of witheir hush hush pedophile, this
guy is in my pipeline last night:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/20210804_201947
.jpg
Yes, on 09/10/2001 at Vermont Station, Los Angeles Ca, mentioning
the grievous term of these attacks, LA PD responded to what is
deduced as an Abu Musab al-Zarqawi offensive that failed by the
disruption incurred that previous evening of 09/11, for there
would have had been two terroirs attacks, subsequent autonomy
still existing and development toward AGI sustaining, and yes,
thank you parade was on the Metro 180 today, post an old man and
his puppy,kids and old people? Here he is from another day:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/07/20210728_095759
.jpg
Wow, I did St. Theresa Martin then! That Library Security here in
Glendale positions himself as a weak target on line 180 today to
trigger an event at where all these thank goes are exiting the
bus behind me, and surely we can expect bus drivers to stop when
designated or internet at a Library of such structure in Glendale
Cali, but not today when I got here as all of this is out of
normalized scope.
Taliban’s Combat Meth
It was the fall of 1994 at when the proximal agitator caused
consternation in the Pasadena Central Library; subsequent events
lead to a 5150 charge, and I wound up at Edgemont Hospital –
plied with psychiatric meds, uprooted to smoking crack out of my
corn-con pipe.
Loop of the Whitney Houston, Harvey Weinstein supply chains are
parameter with the Eddie Van Halen at local definition of San
Gabriel Valley and now evolving into the Lady Gaga incident with
dog-walkers, as my interim with Mavin Acuna of Pasadena Ca with
Rover.com, him an entrepreneur of the Pizza Plant start-up then,
affiliated with Getaround’s Sam Zaid and Jessica Scorpio, the
first time I sat behind one of those Getaround vehicles as an
Uber driver, there was residual white power in small bags left in
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the car’s backseat, and there was indoctrination as to it might
be okay with me from other riders I picked up in the Hollywood
Hills.
Last night 08/05/2021, leaving Glendale Cali on the Metro 180,
erratic with breaks of operator is of occupation to bake in
hostility, particular with the leaving context, and this morning
08/06/2021, the bizarre patterns of gratuitous upon exit by
criminal metrics evident again and followed by operator’s support
with breaking to bake in indoctrination stimuli.
Regarding Bob Baffert, the infrastructure of these recovery
homes, social services, doctors are context of Jancye Langlot
mother of Veradale Washington, and this person accosts the area
at 7AM this morning:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/1-3.jpg
And this is the person who rammed my Uber/Getaround vehicle then:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
Deduction of Bob Baffert chemistry, the killing of equine
athletes comes from this loop, here an observable Taliban:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/1-3.jpg
In a maid infrastructure, gig workers of dog walkers, this
contraband’s extension of capacities with an equine athlete and
reference performing artists, particular with the Lady Gaga,
Metallica pipeline and this racist Lemmy Kilmister, a Nazi
sympathizer, data defines the utilization of that chemistry in
battle. Also, mentioning Dana White and Tony Robbins are in
context. On the Eddie Van Halen scope, this vehicle was proximal,
reeking of second-hand smoke and trajectory of distribution:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/2-2.jpg
On my way to Alhambra Cali on line 260, positioning of those on
the fringes were evident and even an actor, an accost came of one
observed in a Samuel Jackson’s Masterclass? Post this positioning
of me and within surveillance and metrics in Alhambra Cali
interim:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/3-2.jpg
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Uber/Getaround Criminal Loop
Countless times I get this posture of another’s backside. Arcadia
Cali Police Officer, August 1991, I was driving Susan
Richardson’s Cadillac, copiously turning his back to me? I had
picked her up at Andy Kamps pub, a frequent of the local
thoroughbred race-track of Santa Anita Park. Subsequent events, I
had unprotected sex with her while she was menstruating and I
contracted Hep C 1A and 1B, a potentially and life-threatening
genotype combination.
Union Station location in Pasadena California in 1989. unprovoked
attacks and conflicts, I am not able to sustain work. In their
soup line, poked in the back many times and events, consternation
caused, conflict and incident, I am excluded, advised the Union
Station time that I had could not return until I had a
psychiatric evaluation? With this recurring theme in a Gaslighted
pipeline, I have not returned nor have been able to access social
services of any kind since, denied my section 8 too.
Last Friday, 08/06/2021, first thing, I am accosted in my area by
this person:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/1-3.jpg
Subsequent, through-out my trajectory that day, the accosts were
hostile, bizarrely offensive and on a boarder line of a violent
reactionary, and with many times in the past, fist fights,
bashing into each other and the countless upheavals, this day I
am dodging to an extent at where my voice is raised at a waiter
in the Theater District. He had done it before, lies in wait and
does the deliberate confrontation to impede mu ability to
navigate. My sense of enemy is a probabilistic Shaolin root, so I
am well aware with a heightened sensory acuity that iterates
their schizophrenic stimuli;thereafter, with his back turned to
me as he entered store, these twi=o face me off to trigger a
criminal assault:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/fri.jpg
Saturday 08/07/2021 the woman banging things around in Alhambra
Library is an explicit reference, and Sunday, the metrics
attacks, disruption relatives of the Rover.com gig opportunity,
criminal attacks of the Lady Gaga shooting, the perpetrators
intrude on a Sunday morning with the back to you thing:
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/sin.jpg
And, when I was training Thoroughbreds, my colors were all royal
blue, so with a close-up of the psychological attackers:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/sun0.jpg
Monday, maintenance guy with his radio a constant reminder that
is going off at night with its timer rolls up with a momentum not
relative to navigation, cranks it in an effect to kick-start
consternation, and in Glendale, the guy with a leaf-blower is in
context to confront me with the “blow up.”
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/monbl.jpg
Always accosted, olfactory stimuli in route today on Metro 180
and of how someone might appear relative the Real Estate
industry, here is another color coded indoctrinate in Glendale
this morning:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/mon.jpg
But, this is after the lie in wait, post the leaf-blower guy,
prior to that internet disrupt, busy a bit though mentioning the
mobility observational and on my way, goes on all the time, this
vehicle pulls in from of me:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/lic.jpg
Getting resources of any kind is always a battle and I did want a
few things in Glendale Target this morning, as the store was a
conflagration of employees stalking shelves, I am quite agile,
yet this Target employee, accentuating his height on direct
approach, a relative of this Robbins Research of the Tony Robbins
brand, I stop in my tracks and this is that back to me discussed
again:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/monc.jpg
Fatigue Stimuli And Pedophilia
The slamming on doors on me, leaving of chairs copiously out of
context aligned with this fidgety proximal predator inundates
resources, and disturbingly in pipeline, the Glendale Central
Library in Glendale California, second-hand smoke is a grievous
part of the equation, and there is a subversive rhetorical to
validate interpersonal interaction from a pipeline of an immoral
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turpitude that involves health-care, those social workers,
psychiatric staff and or its reference that are nothing less the
predators.
An experienced Transcendental Meditator for decades, cultivating
relentlessly with 40hz during active hours, intervals with TM, I
find the challenge of the fight or flight an evolutionary
residual at where the adjacent is now an observable reference.
Today the creep of a Library staff member in this pattern of
looking for something or the other and of always a slight
annoyance approach behind me or adjacent to leave engram?
About, 8PM, again on 08/09/2021, a heavy-set African American
accosts me after I leave the Library and a staff member was in
context, a woman with big hips is a priori surveillance tactic to
cause defensive state at presupposed incident, yet with
subliminal on head as always in a route like this and sustaining
focus, I notice a bio-chemical divestment of this inference now
and with its residual fatigue stimuli.
The Metro 180 from Glendale to Pasadena after, the operator was
bizarre to shake up the bus and with riders touching my book bag,
pacing before me to enter and to occupy adjacent as stated of
this engram, I left early on Colorado Blvd at Garfield to do more
walking at night: this morning, 08/10/2021, again a gardener on
Lake Ave, an out of consensus hostility with a dirty look? Far
from easily offended at this point in my life though noting a
possible terror window, I am confronted as with many times, an
impediment, this slamming of doors and with children in loop that
references this Lady Gaga loop and of my history with Rover.com
that was compromised then: This person, an Caucasian male left
this vehicle:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/kiddie.jpg
Summary
Getting back to the Glendale YMCA in 2001 at where I was evicted
for “I don’t need a reason,” served papers on Good Friday, I have
spent twenty years on the street since. Brutalized repeatedly in
a combative pipeline, on a no smoking floor then, the
congregation outside my window at that Y to smoke was a constant
agitation, and in the fatigue loop again, interim and stalking of
second hand smoke aligned with patterns that involved mobility, I
am accosted again leaving the Glendale Central Library in
Glendale Cali last night at the doorway 08/10/2021, and there was
bizarre behavior of person in Theater District of Pasadena
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yesterday morning, at a doorway and copious for my awareness of
him using keys to enter a building! Mind you, no new benefit
excuses these criminals!
Countless times, the slamming of doors in my face, particular
with Metro Bus drivers upon exiting or entering, car doors a
repeated self-same stimuli to disposition psychology and state
that I can trace an origin to New York City at Belmont Racetrack
in Elmont New York decades ago, long before I was aware that my
step-brother Brad J Beck of Greenacres Washington, my mother
Janyce Langlot of Veradale Washington or even so my deceased
father and or his wife Sylvia M McCready of Tukwila Washington
were stalking, causing problems and destroying the quality of my
life, or even lead a child into drugs, position out of consensus
and repeatedly try to kill me?
Mr. Beck from my memory is a walking, talking idiot that could
not work his way out of a wet paper bag, and my mother was a
whorish thief that poisoned my mind against education and
reprimanded me for reading! My father is a rapist coward and a
liar! Let alone them switch my hands at youth, now Gaslighting
with me a left-eyed and right handed cognitive remedied by
probability, permutation, combination and game theory, as the
Glendale Central Library is the same Library that made a
complaint at me, getting me arrested for “disturbing the peace,”
post Glendale PD show up one day, and for me throwing an internet
appointment slip at a library staff? Always orchestrated
consternation for me to react! At that interim, homeless of
course, the Social Security Plan For Achieving Self Support was
paying for me to get my Real Estate License. Promptly passing the
CA State Test, these things arose and in 2007, the LA Department
of Real Estate required a discussion with me before they issued
the DRE Lic?
I am one of the first out the door of that State Exam that day,
actually and Asian gal beat me. I knew the rules and pleaded
“nolo contendere” for that Disturbing the Peace with probation to
clear my record and was aware it had no effect on my DRE Lic
issue! Still on record! This was at the opposition of the public
defender who wanted to take it to trial. Enough of this, and here
I am after the accost leaving the Glendale Library last night,
second-hand smoke an inundation and post my Transcendental
Meditation, extensive 40hz gamma brain wave cultivation from that
fatigue stimuli, I am rudely awaken by him:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/20210810_203041
.jpg
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Color coded and all of particular items stolen from me homeless
along with food and don’t forget the defecation! There was
another African American accost, appears to be an Actor that is
diametric to the previous degenerate accost and the boisterous
ride again by rider on the Metro 180 to Pasadena. The LA
Department of Real Estate “talk to me thing.” Maid has been
quiet at night. Suspect there, library security pathological to
insinuate masks as a mums the word thing, but not last night, he
was a deliberate, hostile disruption at the bin I sleep at.
Nothing new there other than the repieve? A surveillance loop,
accosted this morning, this grievous jogger thing and multiple
times, both ways, and passing the Marriot off Old Town Pasadena,
this employee, one of many criminally networked, lies in wait to
slam a car door!
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/img-1819.jpg
He’s gesturing the hush-hush and this is the car:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/08/img-1820.jpg
All I need is to get rid of this stuff that isn’t happening other
wise, and I will become a multi-billionaire! Will anyway at this
point! Lyft wouldn’t approve me to drive? Figured I would dump
Uber from the unprovoked ratings attacks! What is going on here?
This is the women who torpedoed my Uber/Getaround! I drove in the
most challenging part of Las Angeles, navigated there. I am no
slouch behind the wheel! What the fuck is this?
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
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